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QUARTET n�d SCATTERING LENGTHSJ.L. Friar, D. HüberTheoretial Division, Los Alamos National LaboratoryLos Alamos, NM 87545, USAH. WitaªaInstitute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Craow, Polandand G.L. PayneDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, University of IowaIowa City, IA 52242, USA(Reeived November 15, 1999)Quartet n�d sattering lengths are alulated using seond-generationnuleon-nuleon potential models. These results are ompared to the or-responding quantity reently alulated using hiral perturbation theory.PACS numbers: 25.10.+s, 21.30.+y, 21.45.+v, 25.40.DnSolving exat few-body equations o�ers a possibility to test the presentunderstanding of nulear fores by diret omparison of theoretial predi-tions with experimental data. It is the sattering problem whih providesthe real opportunity to explore in depth the auray of our knowledge ofthe nuleon�nuleon interation. Neutron�deuteron (n�d) elasti satteringat zero inident energy is the simplest three-nuleon sattering problem. Atthis energy only the s-wave sattering lengths survive. In the limit of relativen�d momentum q0 ! 0 the eigenphase shift in the total angular momentum3/2 state an be written in terms of quartet n�d sattering length a4 byÆ4(q0)! �a4q0 : (1)Aurate alulations of n�d quartet sattering lengths were �rst performed10 years ago [1℄. This quantity is known to be insensitive to most physis,(749)



750 J.L. Friar et al.suh as ` > 0 partial waves of the nuleon�nuleon (NN) potential andthree-nuleon fores, beause of onstraints arising from the Pauli priniple.The low (atually, zero) energy of the inoming neutron emphasizes s-waves,while the quartet spin emphasizes S = 1 between the two neutrons, whihombination is Pauli forbidden. This reation at zero energy depends onlyon details of the deuteron s-wave for an aurate alulation.The potentials of a deade ago (sometimes alled ��rst-generation� po-tentials) were not partiularly aurate �ts to the NN data base (or evento the data bases in use when those potentials were onstruted). Deuteronproperties, suh as binding energies and asymptoti normalization onstants,had onsiderable variations. Thus, it is not surprising that three-nuleonproperties showed onsiderable spread due to these indi�erent �ts, althoughit was never lear in advane whih properties were suspet. One suh prop-erty was a4, the n�d quartet sattering length, where values of 6.304 fm and6.380 fm were obtained [1℄ for the RSC [2℄ and AV14 [3℄ potential models,respetively. Variations of these numbers due to partial-wave limitationsor three-nuleon fores are of the order of 10�3a4 (or less), whih is muhsmaller than the potential-model di�erene. Suh minimal in�uene of three-nuleon fore e�ets and higher nuleon�nuleon partial waves is due to thefat that Pauli repulsion for three nuleons in the same spin state keeps thenuleons apart.Reently, a new lass of potentials has been developed (sometimes alled�seond-generation�) that provides greatly improved �ts to the NN database [4, 5℄. Only a single alulation [6℄ of a4 exists for a single seond-generation potential model (AV18) [5℄, and that result lies between the RSCand AV14 results listed above. Until very reently, no partiular motivationexisted for revisiting the a4 alulations.Chiral perturbation theory [7℄ (�PT) provides an alternative path (toonventional potentials) for alulating few-nuleon observables. Satteringamplitudes are onstruted diretly from a �eld theory, employing one or an-other sheme of regularization and renormalization. In this fashion the �rstthree-nuleon alulation exploiting hiral perturbation theory was reentlyperformed [8℄ for the observable a4. The result, 6.33(10) fm, lies betweenthe RSC and AV14 results quoted above, whih motivates this brief updateof the theoretial situation.We have alulated a4 for a variety of seond-generation NN poten-tials listed in Table I. These inlude the Nijmegen 93 (N93; nonloal), theNijmegen II (N II; partial-wave loal), the Reid soft ore 93 (RSC93; partial-wave loal), the CD-Bonn (CDB; nonloal), and the Argonne V18 (AV18; lo-al) potentials. The large di�erene (>1%) seen between the previous (�rst-generation) potential-model results is not reprodued in our �ve (seond-generation) results, whih are within a fator of 2� 10�3 of eah other. We



Quartet n�d Sattering Lengths 751TABLE IQuartet n-d sattering lengths (a4, in fm) alulated using potential models and�PT, together with the experimental value.type N93 [4℄ N II [9℄ RSC93 [4℄ CDB [10℄ AV18 [5℄ �PT [8℄ Expt. [11℄a4 6.346 6.343 6.353 6.350 6.339 6.33(10) 6.35(2)also note the AV18 potential ontains an eletromagneti fore that must beturned o� in momentum-spae proedures in order to obtain a result. Wehave determined using a on�guration-spae approah [1℄ that eliminatingthis fore omponent lowers a4 by approximately 0.018 fm, whih is a verysmall hange. Our result in Table I inorporates the omplete fore, andis slightly larger than that of Ref. [6℄. All (seond-generation) theoretialresults agree with the experimental value.The large disrepany seen for �rst-generation potentials has vanished.Seond-generation potential results are now in lose agreement with the �PTresult. Although the latter has a relatively large theoretial error bar, thaterror re�ets an estimate of unalulated higher-order Lagrangian terms.Given that these would roughly orrespond to small omponents of the nu-lear potential (whih sarely a�et the result), it seems likely that theerror is overestimated for this reation.In summary, seond-generation NN potential alulations of a4 are inmuh better agreement with eah other, and with hiral perturbation theory,than were older �rst-generation potential alulations.The work of JLF and DH was performed under the auspies of the UnitedStates Department of Energy, while that of GLP was supported in part bythe United States Department of Energy. The work of DH was supportedin part by the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft under the Projet No. Hu746/1-2. The work of HW was supported by the Polish Committee forSienti� Researh. One of us (JLF) would like to thank G.M. Hale of LosAlamos for helpful disussions about n�d sattering.
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